
T
he Supercomputing Insti-

tute’s Undergraduate Intern-

ship Program, now in its

19th year, gives undergraduates

the opportunity to experience

working in a research environ-

ment. The interns get to participate

in a challenging and enriching ed-

ucational experience that helps

them decide whether they want to

pursue graduate or professional

education and research. Interns

work with Principal Investigators

at the Supercomputing Institute

and their research groups on their

projects. These projects can come

from any of the fields represented

at the Supercomputing Institute,

and include all aspects of high-

performance computing and scien-

tific modeling and simulation. In-

terns give short presentations

about their research projects and

also prepare written reports. 

The Summer 2009 program in-

cluded 12 interns who worked on

projects in a wide vari-

ety of fields. They

were selected from

over 80 applicants at

colleges and universi-

ties in the United

States and Puerto Rico.

Nine of the interns

worked on projects

sponsored by the Su-

percomputing Insti-

tute’s Research Experi-

ences for Undergradu-

ates (REU) grant from

the National Science

Foundation (NSF) and

three were sponsored

by internal MSI funds. 

Bradley C. Abell, a physics

major at Gustavus Adolphus Col-

lege in St. Peter, Minnesota,

worked with Professor J. Woods

Halley, Department of Physics and

Supercomputing Institute Fellow.

His project was “Platinum Clus-

ters: A Computational Study in the

Search for Better Catalysts.” The

goal of this project was to study

Pt13 in order to determine a way to

speed up the oxygen reduction re-

action in fuel cells.

Scott M. Adams, an astronomy

and physics major and Chinese

minor at the University of Arizona

in Tucson, worked in the research

group of Professor Thomas W.

Jones, Department of Astronomy,

Supercomputing Institute Fellow,

and Interim Director of the Super-

computing Institute. Mr. Adams

worked on a project called “Three-

dimensional Simulations of Nar-

row-angle Tail Galaxies.” For this

project, Mr. Adams performed

three-dimensional magnetohydro-

dynamic computer simulations of

narrow-angle tail galaxies. He also

processed the data to make images

and movies that facilitated under-

standing of the results.

Professor David A. Yuen, De-

partment of Geology and Geo-

physics and Supercomputing Insti-

tute Fellow, hosted two interns this

year. Gregory A. Barnett is an

applied mathematics major at

Boise State University in Idaho,

and Robin M. Weiss is a comput-

er science major at Macalester

College in St. Paul, Minnesota.

Mr. Barnett’s project was called

“High Rayleigh Number, 3-D

Mantle Convection With Standard

and Compact Finite Difference

Methods Implemented on the

GPU.” He developed algorithms

for simulating three-dimensional

mantle convection. Mr. Weiss

worked on a project called “Web-

based Interactive Visualization in
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Real Time,” which investigated the

use of the World Wide Web for in-

teractive computing. These proj-

ects are part of Professor’s Yuen’s

ongoing work concerning mantle

convection and interactive super-

computing, which was featured in

the Summer 2007 issue of the Re-

search Bulletin.

Adam W. Birdsall, from Ober-

lin College in Ohio, is a chemistry

and piano double major with a

minor in mathematics. He worked

with Associate Professor William

B. Gleason, Department of Labo-

ratory Medicine and Pathology

and Supercomputing Institute Fel-

low, on a project titled “Compara-

tive Docking Studies of Gleevec.”

Mr. Birdsall compared docking

programs to find the one best suit-

ed to the Gleason group’s research,

and gained insights about docking

by working with the small mole-

cule Gleevec.

University of Minnesota chem-

istry major Erik M. Fritz worked

with Professor Steven A. Kass,

Department of Chemistry and Su-

percomputing Institute Associate

Fellow. His project was “Deter-

mining Relative Acidities in Car-

boxylic Acids.” For this project,

Mr. Fritz used the programs Spar-

tan08 and Gaussian03 to compute

the energies of different molecules

so their gas-phase acidities could

be calculated.

Two interns worked this sum-

mer with the group of Assistant

Professor Elizabeth A. Amin, De-

partment of Medicinal Chemistry.

Erik R. Gustafson attends the

Georgia Institute of Technology in

Atlanta, Georgia as a biomedical

engineering major with an organ-

ic/biochemistry minor, and

Abhrajeet V. Roy is a bioengi-

neering major/neuroscience minor

at the University of Pennsylvania

in Philadelphia. Mr. Gustafson’s

project was called “Structure-

based Design and Optimization of

Anthrax Toxin Lethal Factor In-

hibitor.” Mr. Roy, who was also an

intern with Professor Amin last

summer, worked on a project

called “Applying Pharmacophore

Mapping and Genetic Algorithms

Towards the Development of

Novel Anthrax Lethal Factor In-

hibitors.” Mr. Roy studied chemi-

cal compounds that might poten-

tially inhibit the Anthrax Lethal

Factor (ALF), and Mr. Gustafson

tried to optimize identified com-

pounds for ALF inhibition. These

projects are part of research by the

Amin group that was featured in

the Spring 2009 Research Bulletin.

University of Minnesota chemi-

cal engineering and chemistry

major Sarah E. Kragt worked

with the research group of Regents

Professor Donald G. Truhlar, De-

partment of Chemistry and Super-

computing Institute Fellow. Ms.

Kragt worked on a project called

“Solvation Energies of Biomedical

Molecules.” She tested the accura-

cy of the SMx solvation series on

large molecules as part of ongoing

research in the Truhlar group.

Jacob L. Stricherz, a Universi-

Above, left to right: Adam Birdsall, Bradley Abell, Erik Fritz, Aurora Turgeon, Erik Gustafson, Jacob Stricherz, Scott

Adams, Abhrajeet Roy, and Yi Wang.
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ty of Minnesota biology major,

worked with Dr. Yuk Sham, Assis-

tant Director of the Center for

Drug Design. Mr. Stricherz

worked on “A Study of Beta Lac-

tamase Inhibitors.” He studied the

mode of binding in beta-lactam

antibiotics and beta-lactamase in-

hibitors in the serine beta-lacta-

mase protein TEM-1.

Aurora J. Turgeon, who at-

tends the University of Minnesota

Morris as a chemistry major and

mathematics minor, worked with

Professor Christopher J. Cramer,

Department of Chemistry and MSI

Fellow. Her project was entitled,

“15N and 13C Isotope Effects of

Substituted Anilines.” The objec-

tive of this project was to compu-

tationally support the observed
15N and 13C isotope effects for

various substituted anilines.

University of Minnesota chem-

istry major Yi Z. Wang worked

with Professor David D. Thomas,

Department of Biochemistry, Mo-

lecular Biology, and Biophysics

and MSI Fellow. Mr. Wang’s proj-

ect was called “Molecular Dynam-

ic Simulation of TOAC Amino

Acid Spin Label.” The goal of this

project was to understand the mo-

tion of TOAC acid spin label.

MSI will hold another Under-

graduate Internship Program in

Summer 2010. Projects, applica-

tion instructions, and other infor-

mation about the 2010 program

will be posted on the MSI website

(www.msi.umn.edu) in Fall 2009.
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Above: Intern Robin Weiss gives his final presentation.


